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LEADER'S VOICE

   Dr. P. Srinivasa Raju         
Vice-Principal
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As Vice Principal  at Shri Vishnu Engineering College for
Women, I am proud and pleased to inform you that SVECW is
one of those colleges that offers a wide range of opportunities,
as well as a value-based, wholesome quality education, to help
students realise their full potential.
It brings me great pleasure to offer my thoughts on the recent
publication of the college magazine 'PRATHIBHA,' which
allows students to showcase their areas of interest and share
their opinions. I am thrilled to inform you that this magazine
serves as a platform for students to uncover their hidden
talents, creativity, and writing abilities.
I wish the magazine continued success.....

I am happy that the quarterly e-edition of college
magazine ‘PRATHIBHA’, being launched in March
2022, uncovers everything right from the journey of
students at SVECW to their getting lucrative job offers
to all the academic activities and activities beyond,
that happen here.

Success is sweeter but driving ourselves towards it, is
a continuous committed effort of every individual. 
 Dreaming is a hope but fulfilling that dream needs
liking for it, and surely you will have your dream
come true! At Shri Vishnu Engineering College for
Women (Autonomous), people at the helm have
generated right ambience through the creation of
state-of-the-art facilities for an all-round
development of every girl student.

Dual Go-Karting track is the one and only practice track facility for students in the entire
educational institutions of our country.  Vehicle Designing Lab, Robotic Lab, Radio
Vishnu 90.4, Assistive Technology Lab, Vishnu Music Club, Internet of Things Lab, Talent
Sprint, Digital Library, Vishnu Miniplex, Swimming Pool, Dr.B.V. Raju Smruthi Vanam
surrounded by very well designed garden with open spaces and, a plethora of things
that contribute to the making of right setting for both character development and career
fulfilment.

Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women (Autonomous) has become a one-stop place
where students visualize and fulfil their dream goals.  On this occasion, I wish the
editorial team to continue with the same spirit as well as students an unforgettable
journey at Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women. 



Dear Readers

I started at Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women ten years ago. I went to Balaji temple in
the town and saw a  portrait of Dr. B.V. Raju sir and his better half Seetha madam. Later, I went to
my colleague's wedding in Palakollu, a nearby town. Surprisingly, I also discovered Raju sir's
portrait there. It is quite common, according to my colleagues, and it expresses the organizer’s
gratitude towards  Dr.B.V.Raju sir.

I visited the Physical Sciences lab with students a few years ago in Kumudavalli, Raju sir's
hometown,  I observed students working hard to validate their theoretical concepts with the
assistance of faculty and useful equipment. A government school with well-painted buildings
and a well-kept playground is direct across the street from our campus. Every evening when I
return home, I observe children playing in their playground. Their happiness is reflected in Raju
Sir's name on the building walls.

We used to bring water from afar when I was a kid, so I'm familiar with the anguish of drinking
water scarcity. Why am I remembering this? Allow me to explain. Hundreds of households live in
the area surrounding our campus, but they do not have access to running water. I notice water
trucks with Raju sir's name on them on the way to campus in the morning. Although freely
distributing water is not a costly endeavor, delivering water to those in need is certainly a GREAT
THING.

Starting an engineering college in a remote town, let alone one for ladies, seemed unthinkable
two decades ago until I came to join here. Faculty , who have been with Raju sir since the
beginning of "Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women", are proud of their association with
him. Recently, when we had a centenary birthday celebration of Raju sir. Only one thing came to
mind “If I had joined this institute 2001 itself, I would have had the opportunity to associate Raju
sir”
 
I am happy for one thing…even today…School walls are shining, neighborhood colonies getting
water, and the Physical sciences lab is working. This is simply because of Shri Vishnu sir, who is
following the legacy of his grandfather Dr. B.V. Raju sir and adding more feathers to make it a
beautiful epic.

In the Prathibha magazine, we are trying to exhibit trendy colorful grownup peacock feather
SVECW swaying beautifully to the rhythm of research & fun.

My Musings
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Dr. Pushpa Kotipalli
Chief Editor
Professor,
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Editor

Assistant Professor,
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Mr. D.B.N Suresh Varma
 Designer

Assistant Professor, 
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FEATURES OF AIFEATURES OF AI

Artificial intelligence is so revolutionary that
some people compare it to modern
electricity.

What is it about AI that one must understand
in order to succeed in the tech industry? You
might also be considering the key
characteristics of artificial intelligence.

Let's look at some of the benefits of artificial
intelligence that make people think of it in
the same way they think of electricity. 

Aspects of Artificial Intelligence

The following are the aspects of AI that
make it unique:

1. Eliminate Dull and Boring Tasks
An artificially intelligent system will
perform and continue to perform the task
that is assigned to it, no matter how many
times it must do so. Furthermore, such
systems only make time-consuming, large-
scale tasks easier for users.
Take, for example, Dialog flow, a Google
subsidiary company that claims credit for
developing the Google Assistant. 

We give this assistant so many commands in
a single day!
The assistant can do everything from asking
Ok Google to call mom to asking Ok Google
to order sandwiches. 

2. Data Ingestion

Data ingestion is one of the most important
features of artificial intelligence. Artificially
intelligent systems deal with huge amounts
of data. Even a small company of about 50
employees has huge chunks of data to
analyze, we can’t even imagine the quantity
of data that organizations like Facebook
handle.

One such example of artificial
intelligence would be Elucify, which is
basically a database of multiple business
contacts. Elucify works on a basic
principle – give, to receive. In other
words, Elucify is crowdsourcing required
data.

Dr. A. Sri Krishna
Head of AI Department

Email: hodai@svecw.edu.in
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3. Imitates Human Cognition

It is referred to as an artificially intelligent
system because it imitates or mimics the way
the human mind thinks and solves problems.
This is what distinguishes AI. 

Research Interests: Machine Learning, Big Data



Features of AI
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For example, Baidu, a Chinese tech
behemoth, is a search engine that only works
in Chinese, primarily for Chinese citizens.
Baidu also has a voice cloning tool that can
now clone a human voice in 3-4 seconds of
audio, as opposed to the previous 30 minutes.
Well, it's both terrifying and awesome! 

4. Futuristic

AI-enabled systems are programmed to
monitor and respond to their surroundings.
They not only perceive the environment and
act accordingly, but they also keep in mind
(isn't it ironic that I just used the word "mind"
for artificial intelligence?) potential future
situations.

A self-driving car is a classic example of
this characteristic. It observes the speed
of the cars on the road and attempts to
implement similar speed patterns in the
traffic, also known as neural networks. 

BMW is an example of AI – self-driving
cars; the company is a leading German
multinational automobile manufacturer
that is developing self-driving cars with
fully automated driving, but the driver can
still request control from the vehicle at
times. 

5. Prevent Natural Disasters

When fed data from thousands of previous
disasters, artificially intelligent systems (AI)
can accurately predict the future relating to
the disasters that may occur.
Cyclone Fani made landfall in Bangladesh
and the Indian state of Odisha in May 2019.
The Indian Meteorological Department
predicted and tracked the storm in advance,
allowing about 1.2 million Odisha residents
to be evacuated on time and relocated to
cyclone shelters built at higher altitudes.
This helped save many lives, and the
cyclone's death toll was reduced to 72
people. 

6. Facial Recognition and Chatbots

By verifying or identifying a person's face, a
facial recognition system allows a machine
to unlock or grant access control to that
person. A camera integrated into the
machine detects the face and compares it to
a previously stored face in its memory.
Nowadays, most smartphones use facial
recognition to unlock the phone. 

7



Features of AI

Swiggy chatbots provide services
centred on issues that customers face
when their food is stuck in traffic or
the items they ordered are
unavailable. The Nykaa chatbot exists
to provide product recommendations
to users.
 

Have you ever seen this girl before with blue color
eyes, Blonde color hair?? 
She is very interesting….right! Do you know who
she is?

She is none other than "Chloe"-The first android model.

Elijah Kamski's first Cyber Life android, the RT600
"Chloe," was released in 2021. She is CyberLife's first
personal assistant, and she is designed to assist people
with common duties such as housework and scheduling
appointments. She's also the first android to pass the
Turing test, which means she can perfectly mimic
human behaviours, fooling us into thinking she's a real
person rather than a machine.

SVECW -Prathibha - March 2022

Summary

AI is no longer a future technology.
It is now something with which we have
to contend. It is as vast as a child's
imagination.

There are numerous factors that
distinguish AI, and humans are working
hard to improve these technologies.

With the advancement of technology,
we are now living and breathing
artificial intelligence. 

These programmes simulate human
behaviour while conversing with a
human via an application.
Many businesses, including Swiggy and
Nykaa, have begun to use chatbots for
customer service. 
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Chloe

Wondered??? 
She appears in  "Chloe" short film Meet Kamski, But she
may not exist (determinant) after November 9, 2038.

Recently a video has been shared with the caption,
“Perhaps you won’t believe it.. this woman is a robot
that was unveiled by Japan a few days ago. Welcome to
the future!”

Author Details:

Mrs. Y.T.R. Palleswari
Assistant Professor, 

EEE Department
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THE FRUITFULNESS OF
COLLABORATIVE

RESEARCH

Dr. P. S. Brahmanandam,
Professor, Department of Physics
E-mail: dranandpotula@svecw.edu.in
Research interests: Earth's Atmopshere and Ionosphere Studies

Collaboration is essential for all types of
organizations (government, education,
business, profit, and non-profit)
because the problems faced by most
organizations are so complex that no
individual has all of the necessary
information, knowledge, or resources to
solve them on his or her own.
If the collaboration involves diverse
people, cultures, regions, and
communities, initial challenges are to be
expected.
However, if the collaboration is a long-
term relationship that is carried out
with great commitment and patience,
the collaboration may yield highly
successful results over a specified
period of time.
In this short article, the author intends
to focus solely on the positive side of
the coin in order to highlight the
numerous benefits of successful
collaborations. 

Both parties stand to benefit greatly
from research collaborations.
In more detail, one party may have
strong research capabilities, while the
other may have a wealth of information
and resources, and the right
combination of them may allow them to
solve complex scientific - problems,
doubling their

research knowledge. Numerous studies
in the literature found a positive
correlation between collaborative
research and a high citation rate
(Larivière et al., 2015, and references
therein), implying that collaborative
research always produces the best
results.

Funding opportunities would increase
because funding agencies always
highlight collaborative projects For
example,see
(https://www.ncbs.res.in/rdo/sponsor-
funding).

However, networking will be enhanced
not only with peers, but also with a
potential future employer, even if you
have previously mentored various
projects.

That means you could be working with
a team leader who is also a mentor of
mentors. 

If a researcher does not want to be a
part of a highly interdisciplinary team
of collaborators, the best option is to
publish his or her research materials,
tools, and methods on a general-
interest website such as IndiaRxiv,
Open Science Framework, Samve, or so
on.  

9
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that researchers will use them to either
better understand the underlying
science or to call the researcher's
findings into question.
If the researcher's work is recognised,
the foreign researcher may request
collaboration, as grazing cows are
always welcome. 

Look for greener pastures. This
alternative, known as reverse
engineering, will undoubtedly work.
Collaboration can thus be initiated,
and all who participate will reap the
benefits with the assistance of these
brief but significant tips. 

  NOTE:  For collaborative research in Earth's Atmopshere and Ionosphere Studies
using Ground- and Satellite-Based Remote Sensing Instruments and Theoretical
Research on Nanofluids and Nanomaterials, potential researchers may contact
the corresponding author.

India’s Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle
PSLV-C52 injected Earth Observation
Satellite EOS-04, into an intended sun
synchronous polar orbit of 529 km
altitude at 06:17 hours IST on
February 14, 2022 from Satish
Dhawan Space Centre, SHAR,
riharikota, Andhra Pradesh.

It is a Radar Imaging Satellite
designed to provide high quality
images under all weather conditions
for applications such as Agriculture,
Forestry & Plantations, Soil Moisture
& Hydrology and Flood mapping

The vehicle also placed two small
satellites a student satellite
(INSPIREsat-1) from Indian Institute
of Space Science & Technology (IIST)
and a technology demonstrator
satellite (INS-2TD) from ISRO. 

.

Successful launch of PSLV-C52 with EOS-04 Satellite

Collaborative Research
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Mr. K. Murthy Raju and Dr. M. Venkata Subbarao from the Department
of ECE presented a paper titled "Using Artificial Jellyfish Algorithm
with Transformation Technique for Secure Video Watermarking
Embedding Process" at the International IEEE Conference on
Computing, Communication, and Power Technology (IC3P-2022), 

Mr. K. Murthy Raju and Mr. G. Challa ram from the Department of ECE
presented a paper titled "A Hybrid Cryptographic Algorithm for
Securing Medical Data in a Cloud Computing Environment," in the
International IEEE Conference on Computing, Communication, and
Power Technology (IC3P-2022), 

Mr. K. Murthy Raju, Department of ECE presented a paper titled
"Prediction of Maize Leaf Disease Detection to Improve Crop Yield
Using Machine Learning-Based Models" in ICRTCST-2021: 4th IEEE
International Conference on Recent Trends in Computer Science and
Technology, 11-12 February 2022. 

Dr. N. Prasad and Mr. E. R. Praveen Kumar ECE Department
AISP'22: 2nd IEEE International Conference on Artificial
Intelligence and Signal Processing, 12-14 February 2022,
published a paper titled "Performance Evaluation of
Speech Radio band Extension Technique Using Simulink." 

Dr. Ratikanta Sahoo of the ECE Department presented a paper at the

2nd IEEE International Conference on "Artificial Intelligence and

Signal Processing (AISP)-2022," which took place on February 12-14,

2022. 

Research PublicationsResearch Publications
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Mr.M.V. Srikanth from EEE Department, published an article titled
"Analytical tuning rules for Reduced-order Active Disturbance
Rejection Control with FOPDT models via Multi-Objective
Optimization and Multi-Criteria Decision-making", ISA Transactions,
Volume 114, 2021, Pages 370-398, ISSN 0019-0578. 
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Publications

Mrs.G. Bharathi from the EEE department presented a paper titled
"Control and Optimization of DC Micro grid Power Management with
Energy Storage Devices and Photovoltaic System" at the 5th
International Conference on Electronics, Communication, and Aero
Space Technology (ICECA), which has been added to IEEE Explore
and will be published on January 20, 2022.

Dr. K.K. Ganesh, from the Chemistry Department, published an

article in the Journal of Drug Delivery Science and Technology in

December 2021 titled "Polymeric and Electrospun Patches for Drug

Delivery through Buccal Route: Formulation and Bio-interface

Evaluation." 

Ms. K. RATNA KUMARI from CSE Department presented a paper titled "An
Ensemble Machine Learning Technique with Spider Monkey Optimization
for COVID-19 Sentiment Analysis" in the International IEEE Conference on
Computing, Communication, and Power Technology (IC3P-2022).

Ms. T. GAYATHRI from CSE Department presented a paper titled "" A
Prediction of breast cancer based on Mayfly Optimized CNN " in the
International IEEE Conference on Computing, Communication, and Power
Technology (IC3P-2022).

SVECW -Prathibha - March 2022

Dr.Durga Prasad Garapati from the EEE department presented a paper titled       
“Multilevel Inverter Fed 1-Φ Asynchronous Motor Based Water Pumping
System”, IEEE - International Conference on Computing, Communication and
Power Technology (IC3P-2022) 7th & 8th JAN., 2022. 

Dr.Durga Prasad Garapati, SM Padmaja, R Sudheer, N Praveen from the EEE
department presented a paper titled“ Fish Feeding Boat using BLDC Motor
for Aqua Applications”, IEEE - International Conference on Computing,
Communication and Power Technology (IC3P-2022) 7th & 8th JAN., 2022. 
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Publications

IEEE  Publication
Dr. Pushpa Kotipalli's research on the Naval Research
Board (NRB) of the Defence Research and Development
Organization (DRDO) project was published in IEEE
Access. It is titled "Frame Boundary Detection and Deep
Learning –based Doppler Shift Estimation for
FBMC/OQAM Communication System in Underwater
Acoustic Channels and its Applications" and is available
in IEEE Explore.     doi: 10.1109/ACCESS.2022.3148410.

Deep Learning – based Doppler Shift Estimation
for FBMC Communication System in

Underwater Acoustic Channels

Underwater Acoustic (UWA) channel
generates additional Doppler frequency
due to drifting and surface wave
motion. UWA channel model represents
a time-varying multipath propagation
that depends on boundary conditions.
Preamble gets distorted while passing
through the channel. Doppler frequency
is estimated by applying the received
distorted preamble to CNN classifier or
Stacked network classifier.

Research Interests: 
 Wireless Communications,

  Underwater Acoustic Communications, 
 Signal Processing 

Dr. Pushpa Kotipalli 
Professor in ECE Department

Email: pushpak@svecw.edu.in
Research Interests: Wireless Communications, 
                                    Wireless Networks

Best Paper
Dr P. Sridhar presented a paper on “Prioritization of
Watersheds Using GIS and FAHP (Fuzzy Analytical
Hierarchy) Method” in the International Conference on
Data Science, Intelligent Computing And Cyber Security
(ICDIC – 2021) sponsored by DST SERB during 29th & 30th
Dec 2021, conducted by Department of Computer Science
Engineering of Sree Vidiyaniketan Engineering College (A),
Tirupathi, Andhra Pradesh. The research paper was entitled
as the conference's Best Paper.

Remote Sensing and GIS applications, 
Machine Learning, Fuzzy Logic, Watershed Management

Research Interests: 

Dr P. Sridhar Associate
professor

Civil Engineering
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Publications

IEEE Publication

Research Interests: 
 Wireless Communications,

  Underwater Acoustic Communications, 
 Signal Processing 

Mr. K.V.S. Prasadarao
Assistant Professor in EEE Department
Email: vsprasadaraoeee@svecw.edu.in

Research Interests: Power Electronic Converters.

A new fault-tolerant (FT) multilevel
inverter (MLI) structure that can tolerate
the faults on the switches and sources is
introduced in this article. The presence of
redundant states in the proposed structure
ensures the FT capability which is an 

Mr. K.V.S. Prasadarao of the EEE Department
published an article in IEEE Transactions on Power
Electronics titled "A New Fault-Tolerant Multilevel
Inverter Structure with Reduced Device Count and
Low Total Standing Voltage,"
Doi:10.1109/TPEL.2022.3149531. 

Journal Publication

important requirement for emergency loads. Lower total standing voltage (TSV), reduced
switch count, higher efficiency, and improved reliability are the key features of the
proposed topology.

 Dr. Pala Gireesh Kumar has authored a book chapter,
"Globalization of Sustainable Environment: A New Era" of
Chapter IX, Facets of a Smart City: Computational and
Experimental Techniques for Sustainable Urban
Development BENTHAM PUBLICATIONS (Scopus Indexed),
December 2021.  
 Dr. Pala Gireesh Kumar’s paper, “Impact of Vehicular
Pollution on the Urban Environment – A Case Study
(Bhimavaram, India)”, was accepted for publication in the
Arabian Journal of Geosciences which is a well-renowned
International Journal (Scopus Indexed), January 2022.

1.

2.

Research Interests - Terramechanics,
Pavement Materials, Traffic Engineering

Dr. Pala Gireesh Kumar 
Professor and Head,

 Civil Engineering Department
Email: gireeshcivil@svecw.edu.in

SVECW -Prathibha - March 2022 14
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IMPACT OF SOCIAL MEDIA
MARKETING FROM

CUSTOMER’S PERSPECTIVE
Dr. M. Karthik

      Assistant Professor      
Department of Management Studies
E-Mail: mkarthikmba@svecw.edu.in

Research Interests :
Human Resource Management.
Entrepreneurship Development.

Developmental Economics.
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Individuals are forever searching for
information, and search engine optimizers help
organize content on a web page so that their
clients websites rank higher than the
competition’s. Search engine optimization
typically involves the analysis of elements on a
particular web page and enhance them, using
available search engines algorithmic
knowledge (as seen by repeated success and
observation; search engines naturally keeps
their algorithms top secret) for heightened
visibility in the search engine results. Search
engine optimization is part of a larger picture,
search engine marketing, which encompasses
a variety of other tactics for heightened
awareness in the search engines. From the
interpretation out of 58 respondents, all of
them use WhatsApp. While YouTube is the
second most used App (i.e., 53 (91.4%)), followed
by Instagram 51 (87.9%), Facebook 38 (65.5%),
Twitter 16 (27.6%), LinkedIn 9 (15.5%), and
others 1 (1.7%).

The Customers are able to keep update with the
latest trends and changes of the products. They
can seek out information and consume it
quickly. It is a great way for customers to
access relevant and engaging contents with
information that’s important to them. 

It offers convenience and quick service with
better relationship and trust. The customers
can access information and purchase items
quickly through the web. Out of 58
respondents; 62.1% says that YouTube
displays the most numbers of ads among
various social media platforms, 25.9% voted
Instagram, 10.3% voted Facebook while the
remaining 1.7% voted for other social media
platforms like Amazon. Etc.

It provides 24/7 access. Though the
businesses may close at certain specific time,
but the internet stays open 24/7.People have
constant access to information on the
internet regardless of the time of day or day
of the week. It makes it easy for customers
to get what they need, when they it. Nearly
80% of social media users rely on the
feedback from users.



Social Media Marketing
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Business in today’s age is dominated by customers
and their demands. People prefer to see referrals,
reviews over Google search results, or a website
before purchasing a product. To stand by the flaw,
we need to learn what people say about us. In 2021
India reels on fifth in online users that indicates all
smartphone users are using social media at any day
of the week. If a consumer is seeking out
information about a particular product; people turn
on cell phone and look for reviews and
endorsements from other individuals just like that..

Interpretations are shows that out of 58
respondents; 60.3% prefer to see the content in the
form of Videos, 37.9% preferred Pictures, 20.7%
preferred Articles, 12.1% preferred Blogs, and 39.7%
preferred to see in all types of format.

To clinch that, as social media's
popularity grows and there is no
turning back, it appears that social
media will increasingly supersede other
marketing functions. Through constant
interaction, creating trust, and dealing
with the right audience in the right
way, as quickly as possible, social media
is attempting to bridge the gap between
marketers and consumers.



Focus

 Department of 
Computer Science       

and Engineering
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Focus

Dr. P. Kiran Sree
Professor & HoD
Department of

Computer Science 
 and Engineering

1. What do you think are the most
important functions in a head of the
department role?

I am responsible for the Overall functioning
of the department. I play a key role in
providing strong academic leadership,
design a logical and industry oriented
curriculum, motivate students to achieve
academic excellence and to motivate the
faculty to adapt to the recent trends
relating to pedagogy and technologies. I am
also into creating research ambience for
both faculty and students.

2. Describe your journey from being a
student in an institution to head of the
department of CSE in SVECW?
I've been a self-learner and voracious
reader since I was a child. I have
demonstrated my abilities in a variety of
co-curricular and extracurricular
activities; for example, during my first
year of B.Tech, I placed first in the
mathematics Olympiad.

I had achieved distinctions in both my
undergraduate and graduate studies. I am not
an unintentional teacher; I chose to teach
because I am passionate about it. With the
appropriate academic credentials and
continuing learning, I began to demonstrate
my natural leadership abilities and
competence, which my peers and superiors
admired. I've evolved into a prospective
leader as a result of these little incremental
adjustments and upgrades, and I'm now in a
position to command a department.

3. Hard work or smart work which one you
 opt to rise up the ranks? 

I am confident that smart effort combined
with hard work will provide incredible
results. Before using smart work, we must
first completely comprehend and evaluate the
problem/work; if we have a firm grasp on the
problem/work, we can use smart work to
complete the task more quickly.

18
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Focus

4. What is the significance of student project work and faculty on –going projects in your
department?

Many students are actively involved in projects that have the potential to have societal
impact. Our students have proposed COVID solutions such as Mask Prediction, which
analyses health before and after COVID, as well as sentimental analysis of clients for
various forecasts. Students also participate in interdepartmental labs such as IOT and ATL,
where they complete important research projects. Students are encouraged to share their
findings in international conferences and symposiums.

We have a robust R&D staff that is actively conducting research in order to propose
answers to real-world societal problems. In the department, our faculty is working on
projects worth 32 lakh rupees. This is a study of how various colleges' research outcomes
can be improved to have a greater impact on society.

Our faculty keeps their skills up to date
by attending a variety of FDPs,
webinars, conferences, and online
courses. We held six FDPs, two
webinars, and one international
conference this academic year.

 
5. As there is a saying “if you want to go fast, go alone but if you want to go far, go
together.  So what is the importance of teamwork especially in your department?

The primary key to the department's
success is teamwork and instilling a sense
of belonging among both professors and
students. In numerous co-curricular and
extracurricular activities, the staff is
accustomed to working as a team. Students
are instilled with the same values.

Faculty work together to do research and
publish papers in reputable publications.
As members of many projects and
committees, the students have increased
group communication and team spirit,
which is crucial to their and the
department's success.

19



6. Computer science department has created a huge placement record of above 40 lakhs
package? Comment on this?

This year we have received 531multiple
placement offers, out of which 176 are
unique students offers. We have 5 students
recruited with a package more than 26 LPA
and 40 students have more than 10 LPA. Ms
B. Hamsini has received an Offer from
PALALTO with a package of 47 Lakhs. We
usually start the placement orientation in the
Second year first semester with various
modules and appropriate assessments. 

SVECW -Prathibha - March 2022

Focus

7. Could you please share some glimpses of the Alumni students with their
work experience?

I am delighted to mention that many of our alumni are employed by practically every major
multinational corporation. All of these deserving graduates assist our department with
placements, mentorship, and other academic and non-academic endeavors. This is one of
the reasons for the department's success.

WISE and SMART INTERVIEWS are used by
many of the students. CRT and company-
specific trainings keep students busy. We
held student-alumni interactions and other
industry-related webinars to help students
grasp industry requirements. We also held
guided mock interviews with each student,
focusing on various factors and informing
them of their strengths and flaws. All of
these combined efforts resulted in new
placement records.

20
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4. Dedeepya Manne  
Software Engineer at Optum

Global Solutions(UHG)

3. Preethi Aluru  
SDE1@Adobe | Ex-SDE

Intern@Amazon

2. Revathi Dornala  
SDE I at Flipkart

1. Hema Sri Busi  
Software Development
Engineer @ Amazon

To name few 

8. Looking back, what’s one thing that you would love to do differently?

When I look back five years, I used traditional teaching methods such as chalk and
board, Power Point Presentations, and other teaching aids in the classroom, but when
online classes began, engaging students became a major challenge, and we used
various tools such as Mentimeter, Kahoot, and Polly to help students engage. Now that
it's gone offline, I'd like to deploy semi-blended learning in the classrooms in order to
better engage the kids. My team and I are now better equipped to manage online and
offline classes than we were previously.
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TIPS & TRICKS &
TESTIMONIALS 

CSE Alumni
Abburi Bhanu Sai Priya, Regd. No:  17B01A0561 

I was hired at Informatica with a 11.4 LPA+1L joining
bonus package. I am overjoyed to be a part of this
college. I can enhance my talents in all areas while I'm
here. I took courses like CNDS and WISE to improve my
coding abilities and gain experience working on real-
world projects. College presented me with a number
of possibilities to strengthen my communication
abilities. The library has resources that will assist us
on our career path.

S. Baby Latha,Regd. No:7B01A05F6

In 2021, I graduated from Shri Vishnu Engineering
College for Women with a bachelor's degree in
computer science. I was offered a job in Flipkart
with a salary of 26LPA. Only because of the help
and chances provided by my college  I was able to
secure such a fantastic position. WISE, CNDS, CRT,
and other programmes greatly aided me in
cracking product-based company interviews. I
gained data structures, advanced code, and
problem solving skills through CNDS, all of which
are crucial for cracking any coding interview.
Finally, I want to express my gratitude to my
college administration, department, and teachers
for all of their help.
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TIPS & TRICKS &
TESTIMONIALS 

CSE Alumni
Bhavanasi Sri Viharika

I was hired by Target Corporation with a salary
package of 11.73 lakhs per year. "You will set
yourself up for success if you have faith in
yourself". My college and faculty aided me in
becoming who I am today. Encouragement and
guidance will always aid you in achieving your
goal.

In a long WISE trip, I learned a lot. I've learned
how to lead a team and how to operate by
myself. We used to attend Talent Sprint in
Hyderabad once in a month as members of
WISE- ELITE. We were hesitated to go since we
would have to face Asokan there. Personally, I
was terrified to speak to him, but I wanted to
communicate with him and had never done so
before (Hopefully, I will). But he taught me a
great deal. He taught me how to be professional
and how to follow excellent coding standards,
which helped me a lot in my interviews.

BUSI HEMA SRI.
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TIPS & TRICKS &
TESTIMONIALS 

Present Year Placement Records

Sowmya Challagulla 

I have been part of Smart Interviews, which helped me
improve my coding skills and perform well in interviews.
Failures should not stop you from reaching your goals, so
be patient and confident, keep faith in yourself (so that
you can crack the interviews). Strive hard to achieve
your goals. 

Placed in JP. Morgan, Factset and got
Internship opportunity at VMware.

Our college, Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women, is
a great place that helps us to shape our lives. Workshops
and training classes like CNDS (C and Data Structures), WISE
(Women in Software Engineering), and IoT helped us gain a
lot of industry-specific knowledge. The "Everyday 2 hours
of Practice" said by Abhishek Sir of the CNDS programme
had sharpened my coding skills. The projects that I did in
WISE added additional weight to my resume. Finally, thanks
to my college management, placement team, my faculty, my
parents, and all those who contributed to my success,

Hamsini Balanag Palo Alto Networks with Package : 47 LPA

Chandra Harshitha Chalamcharla 
VMware with 19.9 LPA

I am extremely grateful to the placement cell and all the
faculty members of SVECW for giving me an ample
number of opportunities to help me get through the best
of the companies. College provides a better exposure to
students by organising different activities. Programs like
CNDS and WISE have helped me develop problem-solving
skills, think logically and creatively, and learn about the
latest technologies.
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TIPS & TRICKS &
TESTIMONIALS 

Present Year Placements Records
A. J. Sai Anuhya Myntra with 27 LPA 

Our college provided many programmes like CNDS and
WISE that helped us improve our programming. The journey
from "Hello World" to "Hello Myntra" with a lot of errors and
segmentation faults has shaped me as a better professional.
To the young minds, "You have immense potential to create
wonders in life! Take the oath to ace your day every
morning. Wishing you the very best in all your upcoming
endeavors! "

Atukuri SucharitaNCR Corporation (14 LPA), Optum (10 LPA)
I’m very delighted to be selected for NCR after a lot of failures.
It’s because of the C & DS programme by Smart Interviews,
which helped me clear coding rounds. And mostly, I practiced
on Hackerrank, Interview Bit, and Geeks for Geeks. This
helped me to understand different approaches to a given
problem. Heartfelt thanks to our college, SVECW, for
providing various platforms to get fully prepared for
interviews. Thanks to all the faculty for conducting mock
interviews, which helped me a lot.

Namana Vineesha Surya Devi NCR Corporation(14 LPA), 
I am grateful to my college because it is the reason for my
placement and great learning. It also provides great exposure
to students by organising different activities through various
clubs like ISTE, Photography, Future India, etc., which are very
helpful for improving various soft skills. These activities
helped me improve my communication, team skills, and
leadership qualities. I want to thank my college placements
cell and faculty for supporting me all the time. I wish my
college's future talents the best of luck.
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TIPS & TRICKS &
TESTIMONIALS 

Present Year Placements Records
I would like to thank SVECW for providing great education and extra
courses like CNDS, WISE, and CRT. These courses helped a lot in
helping me crack this Flipkart interview. Majorly, I focused on
Problem Solving (Hacker Rank, Codeforces, Codechef, Leetcode,
GeeksForGeeks), Data Structures and Algorithms, Computer
Networks, DBMS, OS, JAVA, Cloud Computing, SE, and Projects. I used
to practise at least one DSA problem every day and I used to
participate in weekly coding contests. In my opinion, SVECW is the
best option for a girl to excel in her career.

Rama Meghana Daliparthi  

I'm excited about being selected by NCR
Corporation and I’m thankful to the Placement
Cell and all the learning programmes in our
college. Thank you, SVECW, for everything!

NCR Corporation (14LPA),  Optum (10LPA) Amudalapalli Sri Sravya

K. Sushma
Myntra (27 LPA), Athena Health (11 LPA) 

Our college provided many programmes like CNDS and WISE that
helped us improve our programming. The journey from "Hello
World" to "Hello Myntra" with a lot of errors and segmentation
faults has shaped me as a better professional. 

Gajavelli Devi Sravani NCR Corporation (14 LPA), Athena Health (11 LPA)
I got placed at NCR Corporation. I am grateful to my college
because it is the reason for my success and great learning. It also
provides great exposure to students by organising different
activities through various clubs like ISTE, Future India, etc.,
which are very helpful for improving various soft skills. All of
these made me improve my communication skills, teamwork,
and leadership qualities.
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Students Say...

With my passion towards learning new technologies and the
encouragement given by my professors, I was able to
participate in a global-level hackathon like the World Block
Chain Hackathon 2020. From meeting new teammates to
achieving 3rd position in the hackathon, I have learned skills
required in this virtual world like communication of ideas,
development of projects, and group discussion. Overall, it was a
great learning experience.

S.K.R. Nandana

It was back in January 2020 when I found out about the
Talent Sprint Women Engineers Program. I was in my first
year and, yes, I was completely determined to get a spot for
myself in this amazing program. I believed this was one of
the greatest opportunities for a first-year girl to enhance her
technical and soft skills from an early stage.

Shaik Sabiha Tarannum 

P. Sowmya 
I participated in the throw ball game, organised by Sasi
Engineering College, and secured first prize in it. 

Yedida Bhavya sushma sri
I am very delighted to be placed as a product intern at
Adobe. I started my preparation in my 2-2 with data
structures and algorithms from Geeks For Geeks and
practising on many coding platforms like Interview Bit,
Hacker Rank, and Leet Code. Learning new technologies
and doing projects to gain practical knowledge is a must. I
would say self-learning, consistency, and believing in
myself have helped me achieve this internship. Thank
you!!!

INTERNSHIP
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9. You must have faced many challenges in your professional life?  What was the
toughest one?  How would you overcome it?

I began my job as an Assistant Professor 18
years ago, and throughout our graduation,
we studied several programming languages
such as PASCAL, COBOL, SNOBOL PROLOG,
and LISP. Changes in technology trends have
been a major issue in my work life as a
professor of Computer Science and
Engineering. We need to keep our abilities
up to date in order to train students to fill the
gap between industry and academia.

I've tackled this problem by attending
workshops, taking certification courses
on cutting-edge technologies, and
completing capstone projects. As a
Resource Person, I also participated in
several FDP's, International
Conferences, and Webinars, sharing my
experience and learning a lot from the
interactions.

Glimpses of FDPs & Talks:

10. Could you please talk about a person- teacher, mentor or family member
who has had greater impact on you?  Why and how did this person influenced
your life?

I need to thank heart fully to my supervisor Dr. R.Ramchandran, one of the influenced my life by .
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guiding me not just in my M.Tech. and Ph.D.
pursuits, but also in my personal life. His
leadership abilities, unconventional
thinking, vision, passion, and unwavering
commitment to success impressed and
motivated me greatly.

11. Mention the various student clubs and
professional bodies that your department
runs and its implementation procedure?

Synergy Club's main goal is to help students
enhance their communication abilities. The
club hosts a variety of events at the institute,
including JAM, group discussions, and
symposia. The senior students in this
organisation take the lead in encouraging the
junior students to do their best in a variety of
academic and non-academic activities.

SAHAYA is a nonprofit SOCIAL OUTREACH
PROGRAM founded by students to give back
to society in a small way. This club organizes
blood drives, clothing drives, and the giving
of outdated books to kids at government
schools.

The major goal of the TECHXTREME Coding
Club is to improve students' programming
skills and problem-solving abilities. This club
has hosted a number of events, including
coding competitions, mini hackathons, and
paper and poster presentations.

12. Can you speak on your department
advanced lab establishment and its 
 utilization by the student?
In 2015, we developed a Cloud Computing
Lab to keep up with the current IT industry's
changing trends. The majority of PG students
take advantage of this service, and we have a
lot of M.Tech thesis topics relating to cloud
computing. Using OpenOffice, students have
experimented with various task scheduling
methods.
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We've seen the rise of RPA and created a
BOT Lab for undergraduate students. Blue
Prism certification is held by two teaching
members and 157 students. Ui Path has
certified 89 students and 1 staff member.

Colorful picture of  efficient faculty along with well-trained students of 
 2018-2022 batch:

Stack, Cloud Sim and Xen Hypervisor. 16
UG projects are in various areas related to
cloud computing.
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A waiting line (or queue) stands for
waiting for service (or something). A
waiting line system includes arrivals and
service processes. Some waiting line
systems with independent arrival and
service processes contribute to
probabilistic modeling. These models have
wider applicability in transportation,
inventory control, machine interference
problems, neurophysiological systems, etc.,
for efficient design and to predict the
system performance measures. 

These models are more appropriate for
approximating the situations that are
functioning with modern scientific
equipment. These bulk service queues are
very common in the transshipment of
people or goods through buses, trains,
aeroplanes, ships, elevators, etc. There are
a number of variations on bulk service
policies. 
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SOME WAITING LINE MODELS WITH
BULK SERVICE

Dr. T. Sree Rama Murthy
                                                                            
Professor of Statistics,
                                                                                                 
Department of Mathematics
  mail.id: dr.ram@svecw.edu.in
                                                                                         

In Interdependent arrival and service
processes briefly introduces the need for
the study along with the resume of some
relevant contributions of queues with
dependent structure between arrival and
service processes.  In this research,  I) the
infinite system capacity, first come first
served discipline waiting line system with
interdependent arrival and service process
having the bulk service is developed.  Ii)
the interdependent waiting line systems
are extended to interdependent queueing
systems with Bailey’s bulk service. 

iii) two server interdependent waiting line
models with bulk service is developed and
analyzed. This model is also extended to the
multiple server interdependent waiting line
model with bulk service Iv)  it is also
concerned with the waiting line models with
Inverse Gaussian service times.  This model
is useful in production processes where
there will be wear-out for the machines
which act as servers.  This model also serves
as a better approximation to situations
arising at Neuro-physiological problems. v)
the descriptive modeling of the
interdependent waiting lines is considered. 
 Some possible extensions of the models may
be given. 

Finally, the propagandas of the stochastic
modeling in waiting lines have spread to
wide variety of systems.  It is highly
appropriate to develop and analyze many
more interdependent waiting line models
with various variations in order to
understand the natural phenomenon.
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Towards
Well-Being

It’s been almost two years since an
uninvited and unwanted guest crept into
our lives, changing it forever. COVID-19
didn’t leave any stone unturned and
touched every phase of everyone’s life.
Around the world, people experience a
high degree of stress in managing their
negative emotions like fear, sadness,
disappointment, hopelessness, anxiety,
loneliness, boredom, and irritation.
Practicing positive emotions helps us to
re-bounce and stay healthy mentally and
physically in challenging situations.

"Writing down positive experiences in
your life or recollecting them increases
and sustains a pleasant mood, boosts
physical immunity and helps increase
productivity."

Positive Emotions: 
"Joy" is a sense of elation and happiness,
often experienced as a sudden spike due
to something good happening. A moment
like a fantastic meal at a new restaurant,
a wedding day, etc., 
 

 

"Pride" is a sense of approval of oneself and
pleasure in achievement or skill. Recognizing
our own abilities provides us with the
necessary motivation and confidence.

"Serenity" is a calm and peaceful feeling of
acceptance of oneself. Serenity encourages us
to savour the present moment. e.g., enjoying
the calm and quiet walk in the garden.

"Interest" is a feeling of curiosity or
fascination. E.g., reading articles on your
favorite subject.

"Amusement" a feeling of lighthearted
pleasure and enjoyment, often accompanied
by smiles and easy laughter. When we do it
with others, we strengthen our bonds.

Dr. K. Bhavani Prakash
HOD, Department of Psychology 
and Life skills
Email: psy@srivishn.edu.in
Research Intersests: Personality
Disorders & Psychotheraphy
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"Hope" a feeling when we envision a
brighter future. Hope pushes us to take
steps to reach our goals.
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Towards Well-being

"Affection"  an emotional attachment to
someone or something, accompanied by a
liking for them and a sense of pleasure in
their company.

"Admiration" a feeling of warm approval,
respect, and appreciation for someone or
something.

A Take-Home Message

The more positive emotions a person
experiences, the stronger their
“bounce back” ability after failure or
tragedy. Positive emotions play a silent
but enduring role in our lives. To embrace
our lives and to stay healthy & happy,
cultivating the practice of positive
emotions is the need of the hour.

Love: perhaps the strongest of all
positive emotions, love is a feeling of
deep and enduring affection for
someone, along with a willingness to put
their needs ahead of your own

Email: psy@srivishn.edu.in

How to practice: Choose any one of the positive emotions and, for a week,
focus on creating moments to experience it and enjoy a new shade of
happiness. Try to recognise three positive emotions that you experience
on a daily basis and express them to your loved ones.

Awe: an emotion that is evoked when you
witness spectacular things giving
overwhelming appreciation. E.g,
overloaded cuteness of babies, nature, etc.,

Altruism: a feeling you get from an act of
selflessness; helping others when they are
in much need comes under this.

"Inspiration"  Feeling motivated by
something you witnessed is referred to as
inspiration.It helps us to connect with the
greatness in others and get inspired.
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SUCCESS SAGA
CONTINUES...

"Success doesn’t come to the limelight
overnight." It is the result of years of
systematic planning, commitment, and
dedication that has finally put Shri Vishnu
Engineering College for Women (Autonomous)
on a pedestal in the entire Andhra Pradesh.
The Placement Department and Placement
Teams working from various locations in India
have provided a solid foundation for
attracting placements at Shri Vishnu
Engineering College for Women (A) on an
ongoing basis.
 
SVECW organises career guidance
programmes for all the students right from
their inception into the course. The placement
cell arranges special training programmes in
aptitude, verbal, reasoning, Pseudocode, C &
Data Structures, along with Mock Interviews,
Group Discussions, and Communication Skills
Workshops by industry experts, focusing on
industry-specific needs. Our teaching faculty
continuously mentors the students in
achieving their goals. As a result, SVECW has
witnessed an improvement in placement
success year after year.

 A few companies to mention are Expedia,
Adobe, Amazon, Myntra, Flipkart, and
Open Text. This shows that SVECW has
achieved the right academic ambiance
for quality education. To keep pace with
the changing requirements of the
industry and company-specific technical
demands, we are also scheduling
company-specific training at just the right
time for our students. SVECW Placement
Cell also focuses on Public Sector
Examination Training for students who
are interested in Government jobs as well
as the training in GRE, IELTS, and GATE
for their Higher Education pursuits.  

A good number of companies have given
internships to students, and later, students
have been taken into many of these
companies with high packages. A few
companies to mention are Expedia, Adobe,
Amazon, Myntra, Flipkart, and Open Text. This
shows that SVECW has achieved the right
academic ambiance for quality education.  A
good number of companies have given
internships to students, and later, students
have been taken into many of these
companies with high packages.

Above all, our students actively
participate in the BAJA SAE National
Contest and have brought laurels to Shri
Vishnu Engineering College for Women
(A). All these practices, and the ingenious
alumnae’s estimable contribution to the
corporate world, have made everything
possible. It is no exaggeration to say that
Shri Vishnu Engineering College for
Women (A) has become the Centre of
Excellence for the students to fulfill their
dreams of great life and career.
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FlipKart, Walmart,  F5, aloalto,
Adobe, BNY, Mellon

Prestigious companies visited:

Total Offers: 937 
Unique Offers: 489
17 offers with 12 lacs and above
package
Average salary: 4.77  L akhs

2017 – 2021 Batch Statistics
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Shri Vishnu Engineering College for Women (SVECW) has
always believed in helping and guiding its students, and it
was no different during the placement season. Our
placement team conducted workshops like C, DS, and WISE to
improve my coding skills. Also, regular classes were held at
our college to improve my aptitude and technical skills. Our
placement team guided and encouraged me at every step to
secure my placement at a reputed company like BNY Mellon
with a great package.
linkedin.com/in/mounica-thummapudi-251b0519b

Amulya Mounica T,
 Software Developer, 

BNYMellon

At SVECW my learning years were well planned and
advantageous for my career into IT industry. Many college
sponsored programs helped me do better and be placed in
top companies. The college healthy culture and peaceful
environment were beneficial. The college management
were an added support. Also other college level events were
knowledgeable and helped me improve my skills necessary
for my career path.

K. Sripriya
Software developer

BNY Mellon
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Research Interests: 
 Wireless Communications,

  Underwater Acoustic Communications, 
 Signal Processing 

Dr. V. Pavan Kumar,
Department of IT

received I20R National Academic
Excellence Award

Academic Excellence Award

ACHIEVEMENTS ACHIEVEMENTS 

IEEE Training
Volunteer Leadership Training (VoLT) Program
prepares IEEE volunteers for leadership roles in their
local units and beyond every year, Dr. Sudheer Kumar
Terlapu, Associate Professor of ECE Department,
has been selected for this prestigious training program.
He is one among 66 IEEE members selected across the
world. Dr Sudheer has  Successfully completed and
graduated in IEEE Volunteer Training Program (VoLT
-2021) organized by IEEE MGA during October -
December 2021 with an aggregate of 99.62%
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Achievements

Patent Publication

Dr. K. Jagadish and Dr. K.K. Ganesh, Associate
Professors, Chemistry Department had  published  
a patent on "Method for the Synthesis of Mixed
metal nanoscale composites using low cost
precursors" published in Indian Patents Journal
on 18/02/2022.

Patent Publication

Mr. D.B.N. Suresh Varma, Assistant Professor of Chemistry,
has a patent on "Analytical Method Development and
Validation of OMADACYCLINE" that was published in "The
Patent Office Journal No.08/2022." Dated:25/02/2022.

Dr. Pushpa Kotipalli’s NRB-DRDO Research Project No.:
NRB/4003/PG/427 with title “Time varying Doppler-Shift
Compensation of FBMC- Based   Shallow Underwater
Acoustic Communication Systems” has been extended for a
duration of one year with relevant funds.

Research Interests: 
 Wireless Communications,

  Underwater Acoustic Communications, 
 Signal Processing 

Dr. Kiran Sree Pokkuluri, Professor and Head, has been
appointed to the JNTU-Kakinada Board of Studies for the UG
programme of B.Tech, AI, IOT, Data Science, and Cyber
Security for a three-year term.
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Member of BoS -JNTUK

NRB-DRDO Project
Extension
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We are proud to say that our
student U.Rekha, IV IT(18b01a01210)
got selected for JNTUK south zone
Inter university Volley Ball women
Tournament during 13th December to
16th December 2021. She acts as Vice-
Captain of the Team. She represented
our college in Volley Ball game for
previous consecutive 3 years. She
also Participated in CM Cup in the
year 2019.
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Visit @ https://www.svecw.edu.in/

"Do something now; later on, your
future self will thank you."


